Reclaiming Old West Broad Street: I-16 Ramp Removal Study
Community Meeting Summary – July 15, 2014
The first community meeting for Phase II of the I-16 Ramp Removal Study was held on July 15, 2014, at the Con
Ed Resource Building, 714 Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard. Approximately 70 members of the community
attended. The meeting began with an open house format at 5:00 p.m. and concluded at 7:00 p.m. A
presentation was provided at 6:00 p.m. This meeting was held to:
 engage new members of the community in this project and re-engaging those who participated
previously;
 provide education about why this project is important, not only to the Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
corridor, but to greater Savannah and the region;
 begin exploring the preferred concept identified in the previous study in more detail through data
analysis;
 share online resources and tools for continuing engagement; and,
 to seek the community’s input about the proposed street network, points of concern, and new ideas.
Stations and project team staff were set up around the room to provide information to attendees and answer
questions. The stations are described in more detail below. Meeting attendees each received a handout with
meeting information, Frequently Asked Questions, and instructions for online engagement. Each attendee was
also asked to complete a survey.
Stations
The Bigger Picture
The removal of the I-16 ramps is not a project that exists in isolation. Rather, it is a keystone project as
downtown Savannah grows to the west. This station illustrated the numerous projects in the immediate vicinity,
including the Canal District, new Arena and Cultural Arts Center. The I-16 ramps currently create a significant
barrier for bike and pedestrian activity. Without the imposing piece of infrastructure bisecting the block, the
street network could be reconnected, encouraging pedestrians to return to the area, and beyond to future
westward activity centers.
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What is an Interchange Modification Report (IMR)?
The removal of the interchange ramps is a multiyear process requiring detailed documentation to
justify the removal followed by federal
requirements for environmental analysis, design
and construction. The Interchange Modification
Report addresses the reconfiguration of the
eastern terminus of I-16 at the Martin Luther King,
Jr. (MLK) Blvd. and Montgomery St. interchange
(exit #167). Re-configuring the interchange shall
include removal of the I-16 eastbound overpass
over MLK Blvd. and adjacent ramps to allow for
restoration of the surface street network to
improve connectivity and mobility.

Working Concept
This stage of the process builds upon many
previous efforts, namely the Reclaiming Old West
Broad Street: I-16 Exit Ramp Removal Project,
completed in July 2012. This previous study
included very intense and highly interactive public
engagement. In particular, three alternatives were
developed during this process and shared with the
community for their feedback. From this process,
the alternative shown here is now moving forward
for further analysis and development.
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Roadway Level of Service
Level of Service is a standard used to measure the performance of a street to handle traffic and is based on a
letter scale, with A as best and F as worst. This station included two boards:
 Existing – Average existing conditions within a 24-hour time period.
 Without Ramps – Average existing conditions within a 24-hour time period, without the I-16 ramps AND
without the newly proposed street network.
With Ramps

Without Ramps

Interchange Spacing
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has
standards for the spacing of interstate
interchanges, with a current minimum for urban
interchange spacing of 5,280 feet (one mile).
This station illustrated the current spacing of
interchanges in downtown Savannah, which are
much closer than Federal standards, providing
more interstate access points than most cities.

Peer City Projects
Communities across the country are reclaiming their downtown from the interstates, especially to revitalize
downtowns and increase pedestrian activity. At this station, meeting attendees reviewed case studies of three
such projects: New Orleans Claiborne Expressway, Portland Harbor Drive, San Francisco Embarcadero.
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• Elevated highway, partially constructed in the 1950s,
separated San Francisco’s waterfront from its
downtown.
• Major opposition to the freeway existed from the
outset of its design, leading to the partial build of the
project.
• Originally designed to connect the Bay Bridge and
Golden Gate Bridge.
• Led to a devaluation of waterfront developments such
as the historic Ferry Building.
• Traffic on the Embarcadero surpassed 100,000 vehicles
per day, making it an extremely busy highway. Despite
opposition from neighborhood groups, the freeway
was regularly used by individuals traveling to and from
San Francisco’s downtown.
• Waterfront properties blocked by the freeway were
used as parking lots.
1959: Community
groups present petition
with 30,000 signatures
against Embarcadero,
Board votes to cancel 7
of 10 freeways

1951: SF adopts
“Trafficways Plan” to
build major freeways
through the city

1953: City begins
Embarcadero freeway
despite public
opposition

• In 1985, the Board of Supervisors voted to remove
the unfinished freeway with support from the mayor
and planners. The $171 million dollar project would
be paid for largely by the federal government, with
$10 million paid by the city.
• In 1986, San Francisco voters rejected the plan after
an opposition campaign, led largely by merchants
who benefited from the traffic flow to their area,
claimed the removal would cause gridlock.
• In 1989, the Loma Prieta earthquake damaged the
freeway and forced a long-term closure, resulting in
traffic problems at first. Normal flow resumed
quickly, however, and the city ultimately decided
that removal, rather than repair, was the best
option.
• In 1991, Mayor Agnos struck the symbolic first blow
against the freeway.
1986: SF voters reject
Board plan to remove
Embarcadero after
opposition campaign
which raises concerns
about gridlock

1985: Board votes to
remove unfinished
Embarcadero with
support from mayor
and planners

Present: Property values
raised by 300 percent,
new developments
including Gap
headquarters and
trolleys in full use

2005: Rincon Hill plan
adopted to develop
residential
neighborhood in
formerly blighted area

1991: Mayor Agnos
strikes first symbolic
blow and Embarcadero
removal begins

1989: Loma Prieta
earthquake damages
Embarcadero and forces
closure, creates traffic
problems at first but
normal flow soon

• The new Embarcadero is a pedestrian oriented, tree
lined boulevard, constructed for $50 million.
• Landmark for San Francisco, frequently used as a
gathering place and the first off ramp site was used
to enlarge a park and provide greenspace near
downtown.
• The Ferry Building was redeveloped into a natural
foods market.
• The Gap Corporation relocated its headquarters to
the area and one of the largest residential towers in
San Francisco, One Rincon Hill, was constructed in
formerly blighted land.
• Historic trolleys carry visitors and residents up and
down the Embarcadero along various office and
retail spaces.
• Property values in the area increased by 300% while
traffic remains stable.

2002: Historic Ferry
Building redeveloped as
natural foods
marketplace and office
space

2008: One Rincon Hill
South Tower
completed, one of the
largest buildings in SF

• In 1942, Harbor Drive was completed as the first
limited access highway in Portland.
• Over the following three decades, the number of
housing units in downtown dropped by 56 % as
more freeways were built.
• In 1964, the first of the new freeways, I-5 was
completed. This new freeway blocked the east bank
of the Willamette River while Harbor Drive blocked
the west bank, completely eliminating access to the
riverfront.
• In 1968, a widening of Harbor Drive was proposed.
Daily traffic on Harbor Drive was around 24,000
vehicles in the early 1970s. The highway lost some
of its importance at this time due to the creation of
more highways in the area; however, the State
Highway Department still supported a widening.

1942: Harbor Drive
opens as first
highway in Portland
along West Bank of
Willamette River

1964: State
completes first
proposed freeway
along East Bank of
Willamette River

1960: State
completes
Portland/Vancouver
Transportation Study
which calls for 50
new freeway

• In 1968, the Downtown Waterfront Plan called for
the redevelopment of Harbor Drive as a park in
order to beautify the downtown area.
• The Riverfront for People citizen’s group, formed
to oppose the Harbor Drive widening, supported
this plan, as did then Governor Tom McCall.
• An Intergovernmental Task Force was created to
gather public input into the debate of Harbor
Drive’s future.
• Traffic projections indicated that there would be
90,000 trips per day by 1990. Portland traffic
engineers highly opposed the removal of the
highway.
• In 1974 the closure of Harbor Drive began because
of public support; traffic was shifted onto nearby
boulevards as redevelopment began.

1968: Downtown
Waterfront Plan
recommends
replacing Harbor
Drive with park

1968: State proposes
widening Harbor
Drive and acquires
properties to do so

1969:
Intergovernmental
Task Force created
to involve public in
Harbor Drive future

1969: Riverfront for
People citizen group
formed to fight
against widening

• In 1978, the 37 acre riverfront park redevelopment
was completed and is now home to multiple
festivals, including the largest Beer Brewers’ festival
in the United States.
• In 1985, the first phase of the RiverFront
development, a mixed use development with a
hotel, 298 housing units, an athletic club, and 2,000
square feet of retail space, was completed.
• In 1999, the park area was extended to the south
and doubled in size. More mixed use developments
and pedestrian amenities are planned.
• Continued investment has been made because of
property value increases in the area in the decades
following Harbor Drive’s removal.

1978: Riverfront park
development
completed and open
to public

1974: Closures begin
on Harbor Drive to
the extreme
objections of city
Traffic Engineers

1999: South
Waterfront Park
expansion acquired
and completed

1985: First phase of
RiverFront
development
completed with 298
housing units, retail
and restaurants

Present: Waterfront
Park used as public
location for popular
festivals, mixed use
developments
prominent along

• In 1968, the Claiborne Expressway, part of I-10, was
built on an elevated structure above Claiborne
Avenue. This was the central business corridor of
the Treme neighborhood, a historic black and creole
neighborhood with roots beginning in the 18th
century.
• The construction of the expressway removed the
character of the oak-lined corridor.
• In the following decade, registered businesses along
Claiborne Avenue decreased by 50%.
• The Treme neighborhood, once a center of jazz and
African-American culture, began a steady decline.
• Cement parking lots replaced the public greenspace
underneath the expressway.

1950s: Federal
Government proposes
I-10 freeway above
Claiborne Ave and
Riverfront Expressway
through French Quarter

1800s: Claiborne Ave
develops as center of
black and Creole
culture

1950s: Claiborne Ave is
the “Main St” of the
Treme AfricanAmerican
neighborhood

• In 2002, oak trees were symbolically painted on the
supports of the I-10 freeway along Claiborne Avenue
as part of the communities push for improvements
in the area.
• In 2005, the Claiborne Expressway was damaged by
Hurricane Katrina.
• In 2009, the City of New Orleans completed a
Master Plan, which called for removal of the I-10
expressway.
• In 2010, architects prepared a plan to remove the
overhead expressway and restore a walkable
boulevard to the Claiborne Avenue corridor. The city
continues to study options for removal of the
expressway and restoration of a tree-lined, walkable
boulevard. The drafted Master Plan is expected to
be adopted by the City in coming years.
1968: Claiborne
Expressway opens for
public use after
destruction of 500
homes and oak-lined
boulevard below

1960s: French Quarter
freeway stopped by
preservationist and
neighborhood groups, but
no clout among Treme
residents to stop I-10

2002: “Restore the
Oaks” program paints
symbolic oak trees on I10 supports along
Claiborne

1970s: Economic
vitality of Treme
neighborhood declines,
businesses close

• Upon removal of the elevated structure, the master
plan calls for improvements to promote walkability
and livability.
• The former street network will be restored, as will
the greenspace now occupied by the expressway.
• The restored Claiborne Avenue will have three traffic
lanes in each direction, with full sidewalks, bike
paths, and parallel parking to facilitate shopping and
walking.
• The historic traffic circle at St. Bernard and Claiborne
Avenue will be restored as a focal point for the
neighborhood and the site of a public market.
• Traffic times are expected to be lengthened by only
three to six minutes at peak hours along the corridor.
• Significant acreage will be available for
redevelopment facilitated by the newly walkable and
livable corridor.
Present: Master Plan
expected to be adopted
by City, I-10 removal
process still to begin

2009: Draft of New
Orleans Master Plan
calls for I-10 removal

2005: Hurricane Katrina
damages aging I-10
above Claiborne

2010: Consulting
architects create plan
for I-10 removal and
Claiborne restoration

